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Pedro Gonzales
[Material removed]
Pedro Gonzales was the area manager for Diamond Shamrock including Corpus
Christi including Corpus Christi from 1978-1998. Pedro retired from the Air Force Prior
to the D/S job.
Pedro received a phone call from the CC PD reporting a robbery at the DS 2600
SPID the night of the Lopez killing. He arrived at the DS just as the ambulance was
leaving. There were people everywhere, must have been 20-50 people standing behind
a where the police had sealed off an area which included from corner to corner of the
station and the gas pumps. People had gathered from Wolfy’s and another bar that was
a block or two to the east of the station [THE BAR THAT THE ARSUAGAS WERE
GOING TO]. There were police and private cars everywhere when Pedro arrived. Pedro
parked a couple blocks to the north of the station. The store manager Robert LNU was
at the scene when Pedro arrived. Pedro may have gone to the hospital to check on the
condition of “the employee” he’s not sure?
Pedro was not familiar with the employees at the SPID D/S, or other D/S
locations. The store mgrs were close to their employees. Robert, who was the mgr for
the SPID D/S did the hiring and firing. Pedro never saw a disciplinary “write up” on
Wanda Lopez so he assumes she was a good employee.
Pedro stayed at the scene until the police allowed he and Robert into the store.
Video cameras were not installed in DS stores in those days. After the police were done
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with the crime scene a uniformed policeman released the store to Pedro and told him they
would be in touch later. Pedro never talked to the police again.

R. Bruce Whitman
[Material removed]
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